
Comments are submitted on behalf of the New York Independent System 
Operator, Inc., and the New York State Reliability Council Reliability Rules 
Subcommittee (NYSRC-RRS). 
 
We note that the approved A-10 document does address certain comments provided during the 
open process review.  In particular the proposed methodology has been clarified in the treatment 
of transformers and protection considerations, and description of transfer conditions to be 
evaluated in the powerflow base cases.  Also, we note that an implementation process has been 
drafted; there has not been any discussion of the compliance process.  NYISO will comment 
separately on the draft implementation document. 
 
Comments provided during the open process review were not adequately addressed by the CP-11 
working group (through discussion and clarification) or the approval process.  We believe that 
the CP-11 response to these NYISO comments and subsequent revision of the final version of A-
10 (as approved) do not fully address these the issues and the Working Group should consider 
further clarification of the document. 
 

3. The determinations based on the steady-state and dynamic simulation results are affected 
by the initial conditions assumed in the base case.  If the initial condition base is 
established so that all pre-contingency branch flows and bus voltages are within 
acceptable limits, beyond the immediate local area one would not expect to observe 
significant overloads or unacceptable voltages in the post-contingency.  Similarly, 
addition of a new facility/station could cause location(s) in the system to change status 
from non-bulk to bulk (“new status compliance”). 

 
While the “powerflow-based test” may appear to be more severe than the design 
contingency, unless the test is conducted at a sufficiently high loading (of transmission and 
generation facilities, not demand), it may still not identify potential adverse impact outside 
the local area.  Pre-contingency transmission system loading also is key to the dynamic 
performance.  The phrasing “’shall be based on interface limits, load and generation 
conditions” is not sufficiently rigorous to require a reasonably stressed transmission loading 
levels.  Section 2.1 should be further clarified. 
 
 
4. Many existing NYCA 345kV buses are identified by the proposed methodology as 

candidate BPS, there are several significant locations that do not.  These include Shore 
Road, East Garden City, Buchanan North, Gilboa, Watercure 345kV, and Ramapo 
500kV.  The NYISO screening analysis showed a significant number of other “historical 
BPS locations” that would not be indicated as such. 

 
The editorial changes in Section 1 only clarify those locations where there are no breakers 
(or other fault interrupting switchgear).  It still does not address how one would expect to 
demonstrate a performance-based determination for Buchanan, Gilboa or Watercure, etc. 
 

 
6. The results of the stability tests were inconclusive for stations where the test simulation 

resulted in nearby (small- to medium-sized) generators losing synchronism.  The point at 
which such generator instabilities constitute a significant adverse impact outside the local 



area is not clearly defined.  A more detailed evaluation needs to be performed to 
determine that the “system” acceptably survives local instability. 

 
We do not believe that the implementation plan for A-10 will allow sufficient time to for this 
evaluation. 
 
7. The proposed classification method applied to a “generator element” needs to be 

clarified:  is the “connection point” the GSU low side, or high-side?  Should a generator 
be determined based on a critical clearing time analysis, or its rated capability posing an 
adverse risk to a neighboring Area? 

 
Similar concerns as our previous comment #4. 
 
8. The concept of significant adverse impact outside the local area should be more 

objective.  Is the benchmark in an external Area to be violation of branch flow limits 
(applicable rating?) or post-contingency solved voltages outside owner’s applicable 
ratings?  Assessing inter-Area impact is problematic as response (both powerflow and 
dynamic) is highly dependent on the detail, dispatch, and quality of the model(s) and may 
be outside of the testing Area’s control. 

 
We believe that more guidance (detail and testing requirements) will be required in Section 2 
and 2.1 to achieve uniform and accurate results to evaluate impact outside the local area; of 
particular concern is that the determination of what is “acceptable” is consistent among the 
Areas. 

 
 
In the part of Section 2 “Classify on an Element-by-Element Basis” we are concerned that the 
requirement that any single-terminal element connected to a bulk power bus is classified as part 
or the bulk power system may unnecessarily result in the classification of generators and shunt 
devices as bulk power system elements.  This could, in turn, result in additional protection, 
compliance and reporting requirements that may not actually be needed. 
 
NYISO appreciates the opportunity to provide comments and looks forward to participation in 
the continuing discussions with the CP-11 Working Group. 
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